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Most Important Concepts: 

 There is only ONE true and real God.   

 Not everyone in the world believes in or worships our God.  Some people 

worship a different god.   

 The Holy Bible, God’s Word(s), tells us that Our God—the One who made 

Heaven and Earth—is the only true and real God.   

 No other God created everything by speaking it.  No other God formed the first 
man and woman with His own two hands.  This is OUR God—the ONE true and 
real God.  Our God is SO BIG!  How awesome is He!   

 Children will explore meaning of “true and real.”  

 

 

 

 

Memory Verse and Music:  

II Kings 5:15—There is no other God in all the Earth. If using 

video, the memory verse and music are included.  It is 

imperative that children sing along with this tool for 

memorization.  At conclusion of the class period, teacher will 

staple memory verse bracelet to parents’ wrists upon pickup of 

children.  Remind parents to practice once daily with children 

and to play music frequently (available as download or CD). 

Actual Time 

 

Evidence:  Genesis 1 & 2  “Our God Creates the World” 

Truth:  There is Only One True and Real God 

From 
_____:_____ 

To 
_____:_____ 

Entrance Activity (10 minutes)—Provide a few toys for independent exploration as children enter, but not so many that it will be 

difficult to put out of sight when the lesson is ready to begin.  See additional information in TIPS. 

From 

_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Worship Through Music Time (7 minutes)—Cue music of teacher’s choice to fast-paced worship songs so that children can 
march.  Children will enjoy making a joyful noise, and it’s important to let them know this is one way we can praise Jesus.  For this weekly activity, 
have on hand a variety of children’s instruments, handmade instruments, drums, streamers, and ribbons—anything children can manipulate 
while marching.  Teacher is the leader and marches in circles, figure eights, reverse order, around chairs, etc.  Eventually, children can become 
leaders when this activity becomes part of the weekly routine.  If using toy flutes or mouth instruments, remember to use disinfectant wipes after 
each session.  If desired, several memory verse music songs from the curriculum can be used instead.  Collect instruments. 

From 
_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Lesson Time (5 minutes) and Memory Verse Sing-Along (5 minutes)—Pass out SPOTS and give instructions for each child to 

sit on their SPOT.  Children will need guidance if not familiar with the routine.  Teacher begins AudioVisual lesson, which includes prayer time and 
memory verse sing-along (If using audio format or script format, follow script for lesson and prayer time.  Have children stand behind their SPOTS 
for song.  Teacher and children sing along to learn the music).  Be sure parents have this music at home, as well. 

From 
_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Activity 1: There Is Only One True and Real God: An Object Lesson (3 minutes)—Before you begin:  SPOTS become 
tables and children sit or kneel behind them.  Pass out activity and manipulatives.  Ask them to leave everything alone on their SPOTS until you 
give the signal.  Place in front of each child a page of forks.  On top of one of the pictured forks, align one real plastic fork. Do this on each child’s 
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picture of forks.  The teacher does not need a set. 

Say to the students:  “Boys and girls, we learned in our story today that there is only ONE true and real God.  Let’s learn what it means to be 
true and real.  You have on your SPOTS in front of you a page with what on it (allow them to say ‘forks’)?  That’s right, they are forks.  But there 
is only one true and real fork.  Everyone put your hands on top your head (wait for them).  Keep your hands there.  When I count to three, 
everyone pick up the one true and real fork and hold it up for me to see.  Ready..one..two..three.  Pick up the one true and real fork (they will 
all pick up the real fork).  Why didn’t you pick up this one (point to a paper pictured fork.  They will say, “Because it’s not real.”)?  But it LOOKS 
EXACTLY like the real fork (children will argue, “But they’re not real.  This one is real.”).  Could this fork help you eat (Point to a paper fork.  They 
will say ‘No.”)?  You’re right—only the true and real fork can help you eat.  Boys and girls, you knew which fork was the one true and real fork.  
Just like that, there is only one true and real God.  Some people worship who they think is the one true and real God, when really the one they 
are worshipping is not real at all and can’t help them with anything.  No matter what anyone tries to tell you, always remember there is only 
ONE TRUE AND REAL GOD.  Whose God is true and real (‘Our God’)?  That’s right.  Our God is the ONE true and real God.”   

From 

_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Activity 2:  Two, Four, Zero Game (7 minutes)—Have all children remove the two, four, and zero response cards from their 
storage bags and place them face up on their  SPOT  tables.  Teacher asks the phrase below, and all children simultaneously respond by holding 
up the card that corresponds to the number of legs God created for that animal.  It is very important to use the given wording EVERY time you call 
out a different animal, because the objective is to reinforce that our God is the Creator of all things and also to promote the thought process of 
visualizing them without seeing pictures.  Don’t feel you need to call out all animals on the list.  Consider readiness and attention span.  Don’t 
forget to praise, praise, praise! 

Say to the students, using this phrase each time:  “How many legs did God create on a(n)  

  Dog—4 
  Frog—4 
  Swan—2 
  Crocodile—4 

  Horse—4 
  Goose—2 
  Dolphin—0 
  Mouse—4 

  Lion—4 
  Owl—2 
  Skunk—4 
  Goat—4 

Donkey—4 
Tiger—4 
Hippopotamus—4 
Turkey—2 

    Seal—0 
    Snake—0 
    Cat—4 
    Rabbit—4 

    Earthworm—0 
    Raccoon—4 
    Chicken—2 
    Fish—0 

 

From 

_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Restroom Time, Hand Washing, Snack Time (15-20 minutes)—Wash the SPOTS using disinfectant wipes.   SPOTS become 
tables and snacks are placed on them.  Teacher should have children fold their hands and close their eyes while teacher thanks God for creating 
us and giving us food.  While children are eating their snacks, teacher should remind children of the things learned in the lesson, repeat the 
memory verse, or even play the memory verse music again.  Hold up a Bible and ask, “What is this book called?”  They will say “BIBLE.”  “What is 
the Bible?”  “GOD’S WORDS.”  Finally, have students name one thing God created that they are thankful for.  Some children will need some 
prompting with this. 

 

From 

_____:_____ 

 

Activity 3:  Comprehension Check (3 minutes) —Ask these questions the same way every time to promote memorization.  Let all 
students answer simultaneously. 

 “Today we learned how many true and real gods there are.  How many are there?”  ONE. 
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To 

_____:_____ 

 “Whose God is the one true and real God?”  OUR GOD. 

 “How do we know that our God is the one true and real God?”  BECAUSE II KINGS 5:15 SAYS THERE IS NO OTHER GOD IN ALL THE 

EARTH. 

 “In our lesson today, what did our God do?”  HE CREATED EVERYTHING. 

 “What did God use to create the animals, the oceans, and the sun?”  HE USED HIS WORDS AND SPOKE. 

 “What did God use to create the first man and woman?”  HE USED HIS HANDS AND MADE MUD. 

From 

_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Activity 4:  Home for Everyone Glue Activity (10 minutes)—Before you begin:  All children should have a storage bag of animal 
cutouts and a glue sheet.  SPOTS are tables.  If children are doing the gluing, save the glue sticks until each child is finished placing the animals on 
the sheet in correct locations.  Doing this prevents them from simply gluing the animals anywhere on the sheet without regard for the objective.   

Say to the students:  “Today we learned that God created all the birds, the fish, and the animals.  He also created a place for them to live and 
play.  Some play in sky homes, some play in water homes, some play on land homes.  See if you can figure out where your animals like to play.  
If they like the sky, place the animal in the sky.  If the animal plays in the water, put the animal in the water.  If the animal likes to play on 
land, put your animal there.  When you are finished, you will glue them to their play places and can take your picture home.”  If time and 
attention spans permit, children may color their animals before gluing them to the paper. 

From 

_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Activity 5:  Find the Match Race (15-20 minutes)—Teacher may not need to use all of the cards if number of students in the 
class is small, but there MUST be an identical set in the “search pile” plus a few extra cards.   

Before you begin:  Each activity page has four object cards, two of each kind.  If possible, copy onto cardstock.  Cut apart to create two identical 
sets of cards.  Store each group of cards in gallon size storage bags labeled Group A and Group B, along with these instructions, as this is an 
activity that can be used over and over. 

To play the game:  Children should form a large circle (or straight line at teacher discretion, depending on space configuration), standing behind 
their SPOTS as their home bases.  Teacher places face up on each student’s spot one picture from “Group A” that they will look at to memorize 
the match they will be looking for.  Teacher gives the instruction for the child to not touch or pick up the card but to instead memorize which 
animal they will be looking for in the “search pile.”  Teacher places all pictures from “Group B” upside down on the floor in the center (or across 
the room), which becomes the “search pile.”  When teacher gives the signal, children run to the search pile and find the identical match. When 
they think they’ve found it, they go back to their SPOTS, check to see if it is a match, and sit on their SPOTS if it is a match.  If not, they take the 
discard back to the search pile and look again.  Once all children find their matches and sit, teacher gives a prize to all children (stickers, smiley 
faces, or praise tokens T0.0.1), because children at this age neither understand nor are equipped emotionally for student vs. student competition. 

From 

_____:_____ 

To 

_____:_____ 

Parent Pick-up—Reminders: 

 Staple memory verse around parents’ wrists while reminding them to have their children recite it once daily throughout the week.   

 Remind parents to play the memory verse music for their child  

 Provide specific feedback on their child’s progress. 
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TIPS for Teaching Our God Creates The World:  

 An easy way to prepare for each lesson is to give the Materials List and Preparation instructions to a volunteer two weeks in advance.  The 

volunteer can do all the copying, gathering of materials, and placing of materials into labeled storage bags (sandwich, snack, quart, or gallon sizes).  The 

volunteer can give the materials to the lead teacher one week in advance so they have time to prepare. 

 SPOTS provide versatility for multiple surfaces where tables and chairs are not available.  Your specific situation will dictate your options.  

 Always plan for more than you have time to accomplish.  If the teaching session is 60 minutes, eliminate snack and do the Find the Match Race in its 

place, then end with A Home for Everyone Glue Activity.  If session is 45 minutes, do lesson in order, stopping after Two, Four, Zero 

Game. 

 The lead teacher’s roles include organizing all materials and activities on a counter in the order of presentation (this will save significant time), delivering the 

instruction, maintaining the flow of activities, keeping children’s attention, increasing learning, and clearly communicating roles and duties to their 

assistants.  The lead teacher should assign the following tasks to assistants:  actively guiding students during all learning activities, preparing snacks, 

supervising restroom and hand washing tasks, placing activities back into baggies, having the next activity ready, and cleaning up after activities.   

 The purpose of the Entrance Activity is to give earlier arrivers something to do while waiting for class to begin.  Usually, this will be a few toys that 

children can explore independently.  However, on some weeks this may be a review activity of the previous lesson or an activity related to the new lesson.         

 Reinforcing the Most Important Concepts throughout class time is critical.  Practice beforehand how you will do that.  Use the same language each 

week so that it becomes predictable and so that children finish your sentences and commit the concepts to memory.  For example, you might regularly ask 

two or three times during the class period, “How many true and real Gods are there?”  “Whose God created the Heaven and the Earth?”  “Whose God is 

the only true and real God?”  Weekly, you will add these to other review questions for use throughout the period. 

 Look for times during the session that you can sing the memory verse song “aloud to yourself,” such as when children are doing art activities.  Soon you will 

find the children joining in. 

 Praise, Praise, Praise…….Encourage perseverance during difficult tasks but DO NOT DO THE TASKS FOR THEM lest they learn helplessness.  Use phrases such 

as “I knew you could do it,” “I love how hard you try,”  “Every week this will get easier and easier.”  Hugs are great, too.  If there are very young, reluctant 

3-year olds, consider pairing them with an older student who is a good helper.  Even if the younger one only watches, s/he will learn a lot and join in when 

ready.  If assistants are providing too much help, say, “I’d like to see how much Johnny can do on his own,” then model for them how to guide the child. 

 Staple or tape the memory verse bracelet onto parent’s wrist as they pick up the child.  Do NOT simply hand it to them, as they might lose it or forget to 

follow through. 

 The lead teacher should meet parents at the door as they pick up their child.  Rather than telling them that their child did great, tell them something unique 

or special that you noted about the child’s development or understanding of the concepts.  This sets the tone with parents that this is true learning time, not 

babysitting. 
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Materials List: 

 Lesson Toolbox Y1.W1.L1 with all 

instructional materials 

 Computer  and projection screen  for 

audiovisual story OR 

              Mp3/flash drive/Audio story WITH 
       printed visual illustrations to show 

       students OR  

              Printed story WITH printed visual 
       Illustrations for teacher to read to 

       students 

 Memory Verse music for 2 Kings 5:15 

(included if using PowerPoint, or use 

option of CD or Mp3) 

 CD player or MP3 player 

 Any fast paced worship CD for Music 

Worship Time 

 Floor Spots—See T0.0.0 

 Toy Musical Instruments 

 Glue Sticks or substitute  

 Crayons 

 One clear plastic fork per child for A1.1.1 

 Bible with title in upper case as HOLY BIBLE 

 Stapler or tape for memory verse bracelets 

 Praise Tokens—See T0.0.1 

 Snacks and water if  90-minute session 

 Disinfectant wipes 

 Hand sanitizer or hand wipes 

 Gallon and sandwich size storage bags 

 Permanent marker for labeling storage 

bags 

Materials Preparation:  Floor SPOTS require one-time creation for weekly use.  Praise Tokens can be cut in large batches and used over multiple weeks, 

placed in storage bags (sandwich, snack, quart, or gallon sizes).   See the age level teacher toolbox for these items.   

 Copy script, instructions, and materials list.  The material list and instructions can be handed to a volunteer two weeks in advance and given back to 

teacher one week in advance of the lesson.     

 Copy one for each child in color A1.1.1 There Is Only One True and Real God, paired with one clear plastic fork.   

 Copy one set per child and cut apart A1.1.2 Two, Four, Zero response cards, placing a 2, 4, and 0 in each storage bag, enough for one bag per 

child.   

 Copy one set per child and cut apart A1.1.3c A Home for Everyone cut-outs; collate and place complete set in separate storage bags, enough 

for one bag per child.  Copy one per child A1.1.3s A Home for Everyone Glue Sheet. 

 Copy and cut apart A1.1.4 Find the Match, separating cards into two complete sets.  Put each set in separate gallon size storage bag.   

 Copy and cut apart P1.1.1 bracelets, one bracelet per parent, put in storage bag and place alongside stapler. 

 ORGANIZE ALL MATERIALS ON COUNTER IN ORDER OF LESSON SEQUENCE.  Do NOT send home any of the storage bags of manipulatives, but save for 

storage and reuse.  

  Take-Homes this week are AT1.1.3s A Home for Everyone, praise tokens if not keeping track of them in class, and memory  

verse parent bracelet.   


